Suramin (Pine Needle Tea) Recipe
From the maker of the VIDEO
This is an easy-to-make cure that has been 100% successful treating everyone (unvaxxed) who has taken
it because they were magnetized from graphene oxide exposure and/or damaged from the spike
proteins that are being shed by genetically altered humans who were stupid enough to get the
Genocide-Jab.
No, I'm not a doctor (which in today's world of tyrannical medical apartheid and open genocide, that's
definitely a good thing).
I'm just a humble, self-taught researcher, Christian, and Patriot trying to do what he can to be of service
to humanity.
I don't know how effective it is for people who are suffering damages from the Frankenshot, but as it
works to remove graphene oxide from the body, and to protect the ACE2 receptor cells being
penetrated by spike proteins, I'm confident it will at least help undo some of the damages.
I'm not confident that it will provide any protection from the nanotech that's designed to rewrite one's
DNA, and unfortunately, I've not come across anything in my research that will.
2 grapefruit juice and peels (contains quinine, the substance hydroxychloroquine is made from)
2 lemons juice and peels (Vitamin C)
Citric acid
Can of legumes (beans) it doesn't matter which kind
Pine needles (not Norfolk Island pine (Araucaria heterophylla) or Yew pine (Podocarpus macrophyllus)
because they're not true pines & both contain toxic compounds)
Water
Slow boil for 4-5 hours with lid on
Let cool - Don’t remove lid during this time and let it cool down before taking lid off. This allows the
steam containing quinine to remain.
Strain and enjoy

ADDENDUM
You can use beans (legumes) of any kind (see video) as these foods are high in zinc. However, beans
contain phytic acid which is a chelator of minerals in the body and you may want to use a replacement
zinc source such as zinc capsules or liquid zinc after preparation has boiled and is cooling down. You
would also eliminate the need for citric acid here because the zinc supplement is in a bioavailable form.
I also recommend using a stainless steel pot instead of Teflon. If all you have is Teflon you might want to
get a stainless steel pot, but definitely don’t use a metal object in a Teflon pot to crush the beans. Teflon
is toxic to use in cooking, and scratching it with metal will cause this substance to chip.

